R1. Rock Art Panels:

R2. Panel Locations:

[ ]Cliff face [ ]Boulder [ ]Bedrock [ ]Cave or Shelter [ ]Other

R3. Host Rock:

R4. Host Background: [ ]Patinated [ ]Natural [ ]Painted [ ]Glaciated [ ]Smoke blackened [ ]Other

R5. Panel Descriptions: [ ]Petroglyphs [ ]Pictographs [ ]Geoglyphs

R6a. Panel Integrity: [ ]Good [ ]Fair [ ]Poor


c. Cultural Deterioration: [ ]Graffiti [ ]Chalk [ ]Bullet holes [ ]Altered [ ]Scratched [ ]Livestock [ ]Logging [ ]Visitor use [ ]None [ ]Other

R7. Style and Affiliation:

R8. Superimposition:

R9. Visibility: [ ]Visible [ ]Partially obscured [ ]Hidden

R10. Associated Cultural Materials:

R11. Conservation Recommendations:

R12. Form Prepared By: Date:

Affiliation and Address: